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Abstract
Because of the unprecedented growth of information on
the web it became diﬃcult to decide what information is
truly relevant. We present a method of personalized summarization based on a combination of diﬀerent raters that
process the additional information, such as user characteristics or document metadata to extract from the document information that is important for a particular user or
in a chosen domain, thus decreasing the information overload. We have experimented with the proposed method
in the adaptive web-based educational system ALEF. Our
results suggest that user-added annotations can be used to
improve the summaries’ quality compared to the generic
variant.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information and Storage Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval—information filtering, selection process; I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Natural
Language Processing—text analysis; K.3.3 [Computers
and Education]: Computer Uses in Education—computer assisted instruction (CAI)

need – to ﬁnd relevant information. Moreover, fragments
of relevant information are often scattered throught the
entire document. We can considerably decrease the information overload by extracting these fragments (sentences)
into a concise summary. This can be achieved automatically by a means of text summarization.
However, the term “relevant information” is subjective,
because as users of the web, we diﬀer in our interests,
goals or knowledge. That is why we focus on the personalized text summarization. Using the additional information about users’ characteristic we adapt the summaries to
actual user’s needs. With the arrival of Web 2.0, users are
no longer passive consumers of Web content, but they can
create new content and enrich the existing one by adding
metadata, such as annotations (highlights, tags etc.). We
use user-added annotations as another important source
of personalization.

automatic text summarization, personalization, annotations, relevant domain terms, web-based learning

In the paper, we present a method of personalized text
summarization that combines diﬀerent sources of personalization. Our approach is domain-independent and it
could be used in many domains, e.g. news portals or digital libraries. However, to evaluate the proposed method
we have focused on the domain of learning, carrying out
the experiments presented in this paper in the adaptive
web-based educational system ALEF [10].

1. Introduction

2. Related Work

As we can ﬁnd almost everything on the web, it has become very problematic to ﬁnd what we actually want or

A lot of research has been done in the ﬁeld of automatic
text summarization in the past ﬁfty years. Gong and Liu
[4] were ﬁrst to use latent semantic analysis (LSA) for the
text summarization. It ﬁnds salient topics or concepts in
a document and includes into a summary sentences that
capture the concepts (topics) of the document the best.
Steinberger and Ježek [7] pointed out, that this approach
fails to include sentences, which capture many concepts
well, but have the highest score for none of them. In
their modiﬁed approach sentences are selected based on
their overall score computed as a combination of scores for
each concept (topic). LSA has been used in other works
as well, e.g. in [8], achieving comparable or better results
than other approaches.
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In order to improve summaries generated by the generic
methods mentioned so far, we have to either employ more
advanced methods of natural language processing or take
into consideration other potentially useful information.
In the former the goal is to produce abstracts not only
extracts of sentences using paraphrasing, sentences compression or synonyms substitution. In the latter we can
obtain much information in the form of implicit feedback.
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Sun et al. [8] utilized clickthrough data which records how
users ﬁnd information through queries. If a user clicks on
a link to a web page which is one of the results of her
query, we can assume that terms from the query describe
the page. We get even more accurate assumption if we
consider other implicit indacators such as time spent on
the web page, scrolling, copying [1], or even a user’s gaze
[5].
There have been some works done in the area of personalized summarization as well. Dı́az et al. [2] personalized
summarization to mirror users’ long-term and short-term
interests represented by a user model in the form of a vector of weighted keywords; disadvantage of this approach
is that users had to manually insert keywords and weights
into the model. However, what types of information can
be utilized to adapt the summaries and secondly, how to
combine diﬀerent sources of personalization remain open
problems.

3. Method of Personalized Text Summarization
We present a method of personalized text summarization
based on a method of latent semantic analysis [4], [7].
We have chosen LSA as a basis for our approach, because
of its ability to provide better results compared to the
other summarization methods. However, the proposed
method of personalization could be used together with
other generic summarization method as well.
The method consists of the following steps (based on
LSA): The ﬁrst one is pre-processing during which the
terms are extracted from the document and the document’s text is segmented to sentences. Then we construct
a terms-sentences matrix which represents an input to singular value decomposition [4]:
A = UΣVT

(1)

where A is an input terms-sentences matrix, U is a matrix
the columns of which represent left singular vectors and
rows terms of the document, while the columns of matrix
V represent right singular vectors and its rows sentences
of the document. Σ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal
elements being non-negative singular values in descending order representing relative relevance of the identiﬁed
concepts in the document. The ﬁnal step is a selection
of sentences; we select sentences with the highest score
using approach proposed by Steinberger and Ježek in [9].
We have identiﬁed a construction of a terms-sentences
matrix as a step suitable for summary personalization.
In this step terms extracted from the document are assigned their respective weights. We construct a personalized terms-sentences matrix using our proposed weighting
scheme which extends the conventional weighting scheme
based on tf-idf method by linear combination of multiple
raters:
∑
w(tij ) =
αk Rk (tij )
(2)
k

where w(tij ) is a weight of a term tij in the matrix and
αk is a linear coeﬃcient of a rater Rk .
We have designed a set of generic and personalized raters
which positively or negatively aﬀect the weight of each
term. The design of terms frequency rater and terms location rater has been inspired by Luhn [6] and Edmundson [3] respectively and we use them to produce baseline
generic variants of summarization.
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Figure 1: Inputs of terms weighing in the construction of a personalized matrix.
In order to adapt summaries, we can use information from
user and domain model (see Figure 1). Considering the
domain of learning, we have identiﬁed three main sources
of personalization and adaptation:
• Domain conceptualization – domain models capture
experts’ knowledge of the domain in the form of important concepts and relationships among them; instead of heavyweight ontologies we can use relevant
domain terms as a lightweight semantic to represent
concepts [9].
• Knowledge of the users – it is recorded in overlay
user models of adaptive educational systems; we can
use it for example to extract from a document information that a user has already learned, but needs to
revise it before an exam or a test, i.e. it is suitable
for knowledge revision scenario.
• User-added annotations – when a user highlights a
fragment of text, we assume that the fragment contains information deemed important or interesting
by the user; when many users highlight the same
(or similar) fragment of text, we assume that the
fragment contains important and valuable information in general.
We have designed the raters processing the identiﬁed sources of personalization and adaptation, i.e. relevant domain terms rater, knowledge rater and annotations rater.
They determine which terms are important based on their
source of information and assign them higher weights.

4. Evaluation
We have implemented the presented method as a REST
(Representational State Transfer ) web service. Clients
can communicate with the summarizer using a JSON protocol to set up a conﬁguration of their own and request
a summarization using the chosen conﬁguration. It is domain and system-independent and it can be easily and
transparently integrated with any system.
In order to evaluate the presented approach, we have integrated the implemented summarizer with the adaptive
web-based educational system ALEF [10] by means of a
summarization widget (see Figure 2). We have experimentally evaluated the summarization using user-added
annotations in comparison with the generic variant.
In total, around 20 students of the Functional and Logic
Programming course have taken part in this experiment.
Their task has been to evaluate the presented summary
on a ﬁve-point scale. Moreover, we have chosen an expert group of ﬁve students who have been presented both
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Figure 2: Summarizer widget in the system ALEF: expert users evaluate summary variants by their
comparison; they can switch between one and two-column view (1) and choose which variant is better
or whether they are equal (2).
annotations rater which we have also experimentally evaluated (the former not presented in the paper).
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Possible future work is in automatic setting of the combination parameters. We can interpret these paramters as a
measure of conﬁdence in the speciﬁc raters and determine
them dynamically based on the reliability of their sources
of information or the category of the summarized document. For this purpose, diﬀerent machine learning methods, such as decision trees or Bayesian networks might be
employed.
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Figure 3: Comparison of summary variants:
A means that summary considering annotations
has been evaluated as better; B that generic variant has been evaluated as better and C that they
has been evaluated as equal.
variants (summarization considering annotations as well
as generic variant) in random order to decide which variant is better or whether they are equal.
The results of our experiment suggest that considering the
annotations in the summarization process leads to better
summaries compared to the generic variant (see Figure 3).
Students – experts have evaluated the variant considering
the annotations as better in 48% of the cases opposed to
only 24% when they have evaluated as worse. The relatively higher percentage of cases when the variants have
been evaluated as equal (29%) has been probably caused
by the fact that not every document has been annotated
(highlighted) by the users. The summarization considering annotations has also gained higher average score than
the generic variant based on the ﬁve-point user rating.

5. Conclusions
Our proposed method of personalized summarization based on a combination of diﬀerent raters allows us to consider various parameters or context of the summarization.
The contribution lies also in the design of the speciﬁc
raters, mainly the relevant domain terms rater and the
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